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Abstract
The paper studies tolerance relations from the point of viewof fuzzy logic and fuzzy set theory. Particularly, we focus on the
study of natural groupings induced by a fuzzy tolerance, relations induced by fuzzy tolerances, representational issues, and
an algorithm for generating all fuzzy tolerance classes.
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1 Introduction: similarity and fuzzy tolerances

Similarity is perhaps the most important phenomenon accompanying human perception and rea-
soning. On the one hand, similarity allows humans to think onan abstract level. Instead of storing
individual elements (events, objects encountered in the past, etc.), people store classes of similar ele-
ments. Disregarding individual elements and the subsequent reasoning with similarity-based classes
of these elements makes it possible to reason with complex evidence. On the other hand, similarity
allows humans to act when they face a situation not encountered previously. Usually, people try to
act as in a known situation which is most similar to the actualone.

Among the various formal models of similarity, two particular approaches seem to be dominant.
First, similarity of objects from a given universe setX is considered as a binary relationS onX .
That is,S � X � X consists of pairshx; yi (x; y 2 X) which are considered similar. In order to
reflect basic intuitive feelings about similarity, one usually requires thatS be reflexive, symmetric,
and sometimes also transitive (see Remark 3.4). This approach was studied mostly in the connection
to linguistics [27], algebraic structures (so-called congruence relations [8], and compatible tolerance
relations [9]), and several other systems where modelling similarity as a binary relation proved to be
feasible [1].

Second, similarity is considered as a mappingS : X �X ! R+ assigning to everyx; y 2 X a
non-negative real numberS(x; y) (or some more general value) called usually the similarity index
betweenx andy. The higherS(x; y), the more similarx andy are. There have been proposed
several formulas forS(x; y) depending on the nature of the objectsx andy. The formulas take into
account the data (attributes) with whichx andy are described (the data can be numerical, ordinal,
nominal, binary, or a combination of these), [7, 21, 29, 25].

The first approach may be called a qualitative one, while the second one may be called quantita-
tive. The approaches are, in a sense, mutually complementary. The qualitative approach allows one
to perform reasoning governed by natural language statements like ‘if x has a given property andx
andy are similar theny has the property as well’. The quantitative approach directly reflects an ap-
pealing intuition of gradedness of similarity: various pairs hx; yi of elements are pairwise similar to
various degreesS(x; y), some pairs are more similar than others. On the other hand, the qualitative
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approach does not enable us to speak of degrees of similarityother than ‘similar’ and possibly ‘not
similar’. The quantitative approach gives no way to evaluate composed natural language statements
about similarities; for instance, the meaning of ‘x is similar toy andy is similar toz’ is not clear.

A solution to this situation is offered by so-called fuzzy approach and fuzzy logic. Fuzzy equiv-
alence relations, proposed originally by Zadeh [32], have been suggested for modelling similarity
(see Section 3). Fuzzy equivalence relations share both of the advantageous properties of the two
above-described approaches. First, natural language statements about similarity of elements can be
evaluated in an appropriate fuzzy logic. Second, by definition, a fuzzy equivalence assigns various
degrees to various pairs of elements. This gives fuzzy equivalences a numerical character (if the
scale of truth degrees involved is numerical). A detailed study of fuzzy equivalence relations and
their applications to fuzzy relational modelling can be found in [5, 10], see also [4, 14, 17, 18, 22].
A fuzzy equivalence relation� on a setX is a binary fuzzy relation assigning to anyx; y 2 X the
truth degree(x � y) out of some scaleL of truth degrees and satisfying(x � x) = 1 (reflexivity),(x � y) = (y � x) (symmetry), and(x � y)
(y � z) � (x � z) (transitivity; 
 is a fuzzy
conjunction connective). While transitivity seems to be counterintuitive in the bivalent case, it is
natural under the fuzzy approach, see Remark 3.4.

One important aspect makes transitivity different from both reflexivity and symmetry. Namely,
the formulation of transitivity involves a logical connective of conjunction (
). Therefore, to check
whether a binary fuzzy relation, which is, for example, represented by a matrix containing similarity
degrees, is a fuzzy equivalence, one has to tell the conjunction
. While this is not a problem in the
bivalent case (there is only one conjunction), in the fuzzy case there are several conjunction opera-
tions. A particular fuzzy relation may satisfy the transitivity with respect to some conjunction while
it may fail to satisfy transitivity with respect to another one. There have been several approaches to
evaluate similarity degrees (indexes) of objects of various kinds. While these approaches, possibly
after an appropriate scaling, yield a reflexive and symmetric fuzzy relation, transitivity is usually not
addressed. Though this may be either because transitivity is not relevant in the particular context
or because the relevance of transitivity was not recognized, an important problem arises of studying
binary fuzzy relations which are both reflexive and symmetric (and need not be transitive). A further
reason for the investigation of reflexive and symmetric fuzzy relations is the following. A binary
fuzzy relation is transitive if and only if a formula representing the statement ‘ifx andy are similar
andy andz are similar thenx andz are similar’ has truth degree1 (is fully true); see Remark 3.1.
Unlike the bivalent case, such a formula may have several other degrees in the fuzzy case which are
different from1. Satisfying transitivity thus means requiring that the above formula has truth degree
at least1, which is one of the two possible extreme requirements. The other one is to require that the
formula have a truth degree at least0, which is, in fact, an empty requirement. Therefore, if we think
of the definition of a fuzzy equivalence this way, one extremeleads to the notion of fuzzy equivalence
itself while the other one leads to fuzzy relations, which are reflexive and symmetric. Analogously
to the bivalent case, we call such relations fuzzy tolerances. The study of fuzzy tolerances is the
main objective of the present paper.

The content of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we recallnecessary notions from fuzzy logic
and fuzzy sets. Section 3 is devoted to fuzzy tolerance relations. Definitions and basic examples are
present in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 treats collections of elements induced by a fuzzy tolerance. Also,
it shows a connection between the degree of transitivity of afuzzy tolerance and properties of its
classes. Section 3.3 studies some relations onX induced by a fuzzy tolerance onX . Various natural
properties of fuzzy tolerance spaces are investigated in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 deals briefly with
selected representational issues. In Section 3.6, we present an algorithm for generating all classes of
a fuzzy tolerance relation.
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2 Preliminaries

We pick complete residuated lattices as the structures of truth values. Complete residuated lat-
tices, first introduced in the 1930s in ring theory, were introduced into the context of fuzzy logic
by Goguen [15, 16]. Various logical calculi were investigated using residuated lattices or particular
types of residuated lattices. Thorough information about the role of residuated lattices in fuzzy
logic can be obtained in [17, 18, 26]. Recall that a (complete) residuated lattice is an algebraL = hL;^;_;
;!; 0; 1i such thathL;^;_; 0; 1i is a (complete) lattice with the least element0
and the greatest element1, hL;
; 1i is a commutative monoid (i.e.
 is a commutative and asso-
ciative binary operation onL satisfyinga
 1 = a), and
,! form an adjoint pair, i.e.a
 b �  if
and only ifa � b!  is valid for eacha; b;  2 L. In the following,L denotes an arbitrary complete
residuated lattice (withL being the universe set ofL). All properties of complete residuated lattices
used in the sequel are well known and can be found in [5]. Note that particular types of residuated
lattices (distinguishable by identities) include Booleanalgebras, Heyting algebras, algebras of Gi-
rard’s linear logic, MV-algebras, Gödel algebras, product algebras, and more generally, BL-algebras
[18, 20].

Of particular interest are complete residuated lattices defined on the real unit interval[0; 1℄ or
on some subchain of[0; 1℄. It can be shown [5] thatL = h[0; 1℄;min;max;
;!; 0; 1i is a com-
plete residuated lattice if and only if
 is a left-continuous t-norm and! is defined bya ! b =maxf j a
  � bg. A t-norm is a binary operation on[0; 1℄ which is associative, commutative,
monotone, and has1 as its neutral element, and hence, captures the basic properties of conjunction.
A t-norm is called left-continuous if, as a real function, itis left-continuous in both arguments. Most
commonly used are continuous t-norms, the basic three beingthe Łukasiewicz t-norm (given bya
 b = max(a + b � 1; 0) with the corresponding residuuma ! b = min(1 � a + b; 1)), the
minimum (also called Gödel) t-norm (a
 b = min(a; b), a! b = 1 if a � b and= b else), and the
product t-norm (a
 b = a � b, a ! b = 1 if a � b and= b=a else). In the following, we denote
the complete residuated lattices on[0; 1℄ given by the Łukasiewicz, minimum, and product opera-
tions by[0; 1℄L, [0; 1℄min, [0; 1℄�, respectively. It can be shown [23] that each continuous t-norm is
composed of the three above-mentioned t-norms by a simple construction (ordinal sum). Any finite
subchain of[0; 1℄ containing both 0 and 1, equipped with restrictions of the minimum t-norm and its
residuum, is a complete residuated lattice. Furthermore, the same holds true for any equidistant finite
chainf0; 1n ; : : : ; n�1n ; 1g equipped with restrictions of Łukasiewicz operations. Theonly residuated
lattice on the two-element chainf0; 1g (with 0 < 1) has the classical conjunction operation as
 and
classical implication operation as!. That is, the two-element residuated lattice is the two-element
Boolean algebra of classical logic.

A fuzzy set with truth degrees from a complete residuated lattice L (also simply anL-set) in
a universe setX is any mappingA : X ! L, A(x) 2 L being interpreted as the truth value of ‘x
belongs toA’.

REMARK 2.1
Strictly speaking, sinceA is a mapping fromX to L, the operations onL do not matter. Thus, it
would be more appropriate to speak of anL-set instead of anL-set and to leave the structure onL open. However, speaking of anL-set enables us to define the structure onL in a concise way.
Defining the structure onL is necessary in the case of some notions generalized from thepoint
of view of fuzzy approach (like the notion of an equivalence)since the operations onL appear in
the definition. Bearing this in mind, we will use bothL-set andL-set and more generally bothL- � � � andL- � � � where � � � denotes the appropriate notion in question. If there is no danger of
misunderstanding, we may even speak of a fuzzy set only.
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Analogously, ann-aryL-relation on a universe setX is anL-set in the universe setXn, e.g. a
binary relationR onX is a mappingR : X �X ! L. A singleton is a fuzzy setf aÆxg for whichf aÆxg(x) = a andf aÆxg(y) = 0 for y 6= x. A fuzzy setA is called normal ifA(x) = 1 for somex 2 X . Fora 2 L, thea-cut of a fuzzy setA 2 LX is the ordinary subsetaA = fx 2 X jA(x) � ag
of X . ForL-setsA andB in X we define(A � B) = Vx2X(A(x) $ B(x)) (degree of equality ofA andB) andS (A;B) = Vx2X(A(x) ! B(x)) (degree of subsethood ofA in B). Note that$ is
defined bya$ b = (a! b)^(b! a). Clearly,(A � B) = S (A;B) ^ S (B;A). Furthermore, we
writeA � B (A is a subset ofB) if S (A;B) = 1, i.e. for eachx 2 X,A(x) � B(x). A � B meansA � B andA 6= B. The set of allL-sets inX will be denoted byLX (or LX if the operations do
not matter). Note that the operations ofL induce the corresponding operations onLX . For example,
we have intersection

T
onLX induced by the infimum

V
of L by (Ti2I Ai)(x) = Vi2I Ai(x), etc.

3 Fuzzy tolerances and fuzzy tolerance spaces

3.1 Definition and examples

Consider the following properties of a binaryL-relationE on a setX :E(x; x) = 1 (3.1)E(x; y) = E(y; x) (3.2)E(x; y)
E(y; z) � E(x; z) (3.3)E(x; y) = 1 implies x = y: (3.4)E is called reflexive, symmetric, transitive, or strict if it satisfies (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), or (3.4), respec-
tively.

REMARK 3.1
(1) Let ' be a logical formulae(�; �)&e(�; �) ) e(�; �), i.e. ' expresses transitivity. Let the
connectives& and) be modelled by
 and! from some residuated latticeL. For an interpretation
assigning toe a binaryL-relationE onX , and assigning to variables�, �, and� elementsx, y, andz
fromX , respectively, the truth degree of' is E(x; y)
E(y; z) ! E(x; z), by standard semantics
of predicate fuzzy logic [18]. Sincea ! b = 1 is equivalent toa � b in any residuated lattice, the
truth degree of' is 1 if and only if E(x; y)
E(y; z) � E(x; z). Therefore, transitivity says that
the truth degree of a transitivity formula' is 1. Analogously, reflexivity and symmetry say that the
truth degree of formulase(�; �) ande(�; �), e(�; �), respectively, are1.

(2) We can see that unlike transitivity, checking reflexivity or symmetry does not refer to any
logical connective. That is, whether or not a binaryL-relationE is reflexive (symmetric) does not
depend on logical connectives onL.

(3) For transitivity, however, given two complete residuated latticesL1 andL2 with a common
set of truth degrees, i.e.L1 = L2, but with different conjunction connectives, i.e.
1 6= 
2, it
may happen that a fuzzy relation is transitive with respect to 
1 but not with respect to
2 (see
Example 3.3). It is also clear that if
1 � 
2 (in that
1(a; b) � 
2(a; b) for all a; b 2 L), then ifE is transitive with respect to
2, it is also transitive with respect to
1.
DEFINITION 3.2
An L-tolerance(fuzzy tolerance) is a reflexive and symmetric binaryL-relation. AnL-equivalence
(fuzzy equivalence) is a binaryL-relation which is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive. A strictL-equivalence is called anL-equality.



Similarity and Fuzzy Tolerance Spaces5�1 x y z ux 1 0.9 0.8 1y 0.9 1 0.8 0.9z 0.8 0.8 1 0.8u 1 0.9 0.8 1

�2 x y z ux 1 0.9 0.8 1y 0.9 1 0.75 0.9z 0.8 0.75 1 0.8u 1 0.9 0.8 1�3 x y z ux 1 0.9 0.8 1y 0.9 1 0.7 0.9z 0.8 0.7 1 0.8u 1 0.9 0.8 1

�4 x y z ux 1 0.9 0.8 1y 0.9 1 0.6 0.9z 0.8 0.6 1 0.8u 1 0.9 0.8 1

TABLE 1. Fuzzy tolerances from Example 3.3

In what follows, we usually denote a fuzzy tolerance by� and a fuzzy equivalence by�, and use
the infix notation. Thus, the truth degreeE(x; y) will be denoted byx � y or x � y.

Since whether anL-relation is anL-tolerance does not depend on the operations ofL, one could
speak ofL-tolerances instead (cf. Remark 2.1). On the other hand, being anL-equivalence depends
on
 of L.

EXAMPLE 3.3
TakeL = [0; 1℄. Tab. 1 shows four examples of fuzzy tolerances onX = fx; y; z; ug.�1 is a[0; 1℄-tolerance, which is moreover a[0; 1℄min-equivalence,[0; 1℄�-equivalence, and[0; 1℄L-
equivalence.�2 is a [0; 1℄-tolerance, which is moreover a[0; 1℄�-equivalence and a[0; 1℄L-equivalence, but is
not a [0; 1℄min-equivalence. That�2 is not a[0; 1℄min-equivalence follows from(y � x)
(x �z) = min(0:9; 0:8) = 0:8 6� 0:75 = (y � z).�3 is a [0; 1℄-tolerance, which is a[0; 1℄L-equivalence but is neither a[0; 1℄min-equivalence, nor a[0; 1℄�-equivalence.�4 is a [0; 1℄-tolerance which is neither a[0; 1℄min-equivalence, nor a[0; 1℄�-equivalence, nor a[0; 1℄L-equivalence.

REMARK 3.4
There has been much debate regarding whether reflexivity, symmetry, and transitivity as described
by the corresponding logical formulas (or verbally) are appropriate properties of similarity [28, 31].
Reflexivity seems to be mostly agreed upon. There is an argument against symmetry. It is being
pointed out that ‘A is similar toB’ is not the same as ‘B is similar toA’ (e.g. A being a father
andB being a son). However, if one is interested in a relation describing ‘A andB are similar to
each other’, symmetry seems to be an obvious property. Transitivity of similarity has been a point
of disagreement. One usually argues against transitivity as follows. If similarity were transitive
then any two colours would be similar. For we may suppose thattwo colours with sufficiently close
wavelengths are similar. Now, for any two coloursA andB we may find a chainA = A1, A2, . . . ,An = B, of colours such thatAi andAi+1 are similar. Using transitivity,A andB are similar. On
the other hand, if the transitivity condition is formulatedverbally (i.e. ‘if x andy are similar, and
if y andz are similar thenx andz are similar’), it seems plausible. The solution to this puzzle lies
in the fact that similarity, by its nature, is a graded (fuzzy) notion. If we look at the meaning of
transitivity in a fuzzy setting, we find it quite natural. Forexample, ifE(x; y) = 0:8 (x andy are
similar in degree 0.8) andE(y; z) = 0:8 (y andz are similar in degree 0.8) thenx andz have to be
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similar at least in degree0:8
0:8. Thus, in the case of the product conjunction, transitivityforcesE(x; z) � 0:8
0:8 = 0:64 which seems to reflect intuition in a reasonable way.

To sum up, we observed above that, first, conditions expressing reflexivity and symmetry do
not refer to logical connectives on the set of truth degrees.Second, reflexivity and symmetry are
commonly accepted properties of similarity. This does not mean that there cannot be any logical
connectives involved. It simply means that when an expert evaluates similarity, i.e. when specifying
the set of truth degrees used and the particular truth degreesE(x; y) (thejX j�jX j-matrix), only the
natural conditions that the matrix has 1 on its diagonal (reflexivity) and that the matrix is symmetric
(symmetry of fuzzy relation) have to be met. The expert does not have to consider the question of the
choice of a conjunction connective and to check whether the specified matrix represents a transitive
relation. Specified this way, the fuzzy relation may be subject to methods of further analysis of fuzzy
tolerance relations. These methods may make use of logical connectives in any convenient way.

Following the common usage from the ordinary case, we introduce the following notions.

DEFINITION 3.5
An L-tolerance spaceis a pairX = hX;�i where� is anL-tolerance onX . An L-tolerance space
for which� is, moreover, transitive is called anL-equivalence space.

EXAMPLE 3.6
Suppose we have a collectionX of objects and a collectionfA1; : : : ; Ang of their fuzzy attributes
with truth degrees inL = [0; 1℄. That is, for eachx 2 X , Ai(x) is the degree to which the fuzzy at-
tributeAi applies tox. A direct generalization of similarity indices from the ordinary case, i.e. when
attributesAi are crisp [21], yields fuzzy relationssi onX (i = 1; : : : ; 6), with si(x; y) representing
the degree of similarity betweenx andy:s1(x; y) = Pni=1Ai(x)$ Ai(y)ns2(x; y) = Pni=1Ai(x) ^ Ai(y)Pni=1Ai(x) _ Ai(y)s3(x; y) = Pni=1 Ai(x) $ Ai(y)n+Pni=1[(Ai(x)$ Ai(y))! 0℄s4(x; y) = Pni=1 Ai(x) ^ Ai(y)Pni=1Ai(x) _ Ai(y) +Pni=1[(Ai(x)$ Ai(y))! 0℄s5(x; y) = Pni=1 Ai(x)$ Ai(y)n� 12 �Pni=1[(Ai(x)$ Ai(y))! 0℄s6(x; y) = Pni=1Ai(x) ^Ai(y)Pni=1Ai(x) _ Ai(y)� 12 �Pni=1[(Ai(x) $ Ai(y))! 0℄
One can easily see that each ofs1; : : : ; s6 is a fuzzy tolerance onX . Note that with crisp attributesAi, the above formulas are extensively used in clustering, information retrieval and data mining [2,
12, 19].

EXAMPLE 3.7
LetN be the set of all normal fuzzy sets inX , i.e.N = fA 2 LX j A(x) = 1 for somexg. For anL-relation� onN defined by A � B = _x2XA(x)
B(x);hN;�i is anL-tolerance space.
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EXAMPLE 3.8
Each ordinary tolerance relation can be considered as a2-tolerance relation, which is the way fuzzy
tolerance relations generalize ordinary tolerance relations.

3.2 Induced groupings: preclasses, classes and a base

One of the most important issues related to a similarity phenomenon is that of natural groupings of
elements induced by the similarity. The investigation of such groupings induced by fuzzy tolerance
relations is the subject of the present section.

DEFINITION 3.9
For a fuzzy tolerance spacehX;�i, a fuzzy setA in X is called an(L-)preclass of� (or�-preclass)
if A is normal and A(x)
A(y) � (x � y) for all x; y 2 X: (3.5)

The set of allL-preclasses of� will be denoted byPrelL(�) (or simplyPrel(�)).
DEFINITION 3.10
An (L)-coverof X is a subsetC � LX , that

(i) for eachA 2 C there isx 2 X with A(x) = 1;

(ii) for eachx 2 X there isA 2 C with A(x) = 1.

REMARK 3.11
(i) For two structuresL1 andL2 of truth degrees withL1 = L2 and conjunctions
1 and
2

respectively, we have that if
1 � 
2 then eachL2-preclass of� is also anL1-preclass of�.

(ii) It follows from the definition of a preclass that if(x �1 y) � (x �2 y) for all x; y 2 X then
eachL-preclass of�1 is also anL-preclass of�2.

(iii) Note that forL = [0; 1℄ and
 = min, some relationships between fuzzy tolerance relations and
special systems of preclasses are studied in [30]. A few of the relationships are particular cases
of the properties presented in our paper. Except for that, there is almost no overlap between our
paper and [30].

THEOREM 3.12
For anyL-tolerance� onX we have(x � y) = _A2Prel(�)A(x)
A(y): (3.6)

Moreover,Prel(�) is anL-cover ofX .

PROOF. It follows from the definition of a preclass that_A2Prel(�)A(x)
A(y) � (x � y):
For the converse inequality, take a fuzzy setA with A(x) = 1, A(y) = (x � y), A(z) = 0 forx 6= z 6= y. ThenA is a preclass and(x � y) = A(x)
A(y) � _A2Prel(�)A(x)
A(y);
proving (3.6). ThatPrel(�) is anL-cover follows easily from the fact thatf 1Æxg is a preclass for
eachx 2 X .
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As anyf 1Æxg is a preclass, preclasses are, in general, not very interesting. The collection of all
preclasses contains non-interesting fuzzy sets and is, in asense, redundant.

DEFINITION 3.13
A fuzzy setA is called an(L-)class of� (or�-class) ifA is a maximalL-preclass of�, i.e. for anyA0 2 PrelL, if A � A0 thenA0 62 PrelL.

The set of allL-classes of� will be denoted byClL(�) (or simplyCl(�)). The following is a
useful criterion for checking whether a fuzzy set is a class (we elaborate the proof in Section 3.5.2).

LEMMA 3.14
A normal fuzzy setA is anL-class of� iff for eachx 2 X we haveA(x) = ŷ2X A(y)! (x � y): (3.7)

THEOREM 3.15
Let� be anL-tolerance onX . Then

(i) every preclass is contained in some class;

(ii) Cl(�) is anL-cover ofX .

PROOF. (i) Consider a chainC = fAi j i 2 I; Ai � Aj ; for i � jg of preclasses. We claim that
S C

is itself a preclass. Indeed, ([ C)(x)
([ C)(y) == _i Ai(x)
_j Aj(y) =_i;j Ai(x)
Aj(y) �� _i;j Amax(i;j)(x)
Amax(i;j)(y) � x � y:
Furthermore,

S C is normal since eachA 2 C is normal. This means that any chainC of preclasses
is bounded from above (by a preclass

S C). Applying the Zorn lemma, any preclass is contained in
some maximal preclass, i.e. in a class.

(ii) is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.12 and (i).

For anyx 2 X we define a fuzzy setClx(�) in Cl(�) by[Clx(�)℄(A) = A(x);
for any classA 2 Cl(�). So, we have1Clx(�) = fA 2 Cl(�) j A(x) = 1g. Furthermore, forx 2 X , we denote by[x℄� a fuzzy set inX defined by[x℄�(y) = (x � y):

Clearly,f[x℄� j x 2 Xg is anL-cover ofX .

REMARK 3.16
In general,[x℄� need not be a preclass (see Theorem 3.22). In fact we have thatanL-tolerance� is
anL-equivalence if for eachx 2 X , [x℄� is a preclass. This is easily seen since[x℄� is a preclass
iff for eachy; z 2 X we have[x℄�(y)
[x℄�(z) � (y � z), i.e.(x � y)
(x � z) � (y � z).
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LEMMA 3.17
For anyL-tolerance� we have[x℄� = S 1Clx(�); moreover, for eachy 2 X , there existsA 21Clx(�) such that(x � y) = A(y).
PROOF. We have to show that for eachy 2 X we have_A21Clx(�)A(y) = (x � y):
First,

WA21Clx(�)A(y) � (x � y) is true iff for eachA 2 1Clx(�) we haveA(y) � (x � y)
which is true. Indeed, asA is a preclass andA(x) = 1 we haveA(y) = A(x)
A(y) � (x � y).
For the converse inequality, considerA0 defined byA0(x) = 1, A0(y) = (x � y), andA0(z) = 0
otherwise.A0 is a preclass and so, due to Theorem 3.15 (i), there is a classA with A0 � A. Clearly,A(x) = 1, i.e.A 2 1Clx(�). SinceA itself is a preclass, we haveA(x)
A(y) � (x � y). To sum
up, (x � y) = A0(y) � A(y) = A(x)
A(y) � (x � y). This shows both the required equality
and the existence ofA 2 1Clx(�) with [x℄�(y) = A(y).
THEOREM 3.18
For anyL-tolerance� we have

(i) for anyx; y 2 X , (x � y) = _A2Cl(�)A(x)
A(y); (3.8)

(ii) [x℄� = SClx(�).
PROOF. (ii): The� inequality follows from (3.6) and the fact that each class isa preclass. The�
inequality follows from Lemma 3.17.

(ii): Recall that(SClx(�))(y) = WA2Cl(�)(Clx(�)(A)
A(y)). The assertion follows from

the definition ofClx(�) and from (3.8).

As mentioned in Remark 3.1 (1),� is anL-equivalence iff the formula' (cf. Remark 3.1 (1))
expressing transitivity of� has truth degreeTra(�) = 1 (i.e. is fully true). Note thatTra(�) is
given by Tra(�) = ^x;y;z2X((x � y)
(y � z))! (y � z):
In general,Tra(�) can be any value fromL. Tra(�) can be considered as the degree of transitivy
of �: The higherTra(�) , the ‘more transitive’ is�. The following theorem describesTra(�) in
terms of classes of�.

THEOREM 3.19
For anL-tolerance� onX we haveTra(�) = ^A;B2Cl(�)(_x2X A(x)
B(x)) ! (A � B):
Therefore,� is anL-equivalence iff for anyA;B 2 Cl(�) we haveA(x)
B(x) � (A � B) for
eachx 2 X .
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PROOF. We have to show that^A;B2Cl(�)(_x2XA(x)
B(x))! (A � B) = ^x;y;z2X((x � y)
(y � z))! (x � z):
First, we prove the ‘�’-inequality. We have^A;B2Cl(�)(_x2X A(x)
B(x)) ! (A � B) � ^x;y;z2X((x � y)
(y � z))! (x � z)
iff for any x0; y0; z0 2 X ,^A;B2Cl(�)(_x2XA(x)
B(x))! (A � B) � ((x0 � y0)
(y0 � z0))! (x0 � z0)
i.e. iff for anyx0; y0; z0 2 X ,(x0 � y0)
(y0 � z0)
 ^A;B2Cl(�)(_x2X A(x)
B(x)) ! (A � B) � (x0 � z0):

Let us now consider classesR and S such thatR(x0) = 1, R(y0) = x0 � y0,S(z0) = 1 andS(y0) = y0 � z0 (they exist because of Lemma 3.17). Now we have(x0 � y0)
(y0 � z0)
 ^A;B2Cl(�)(_x2XA(x)
B(x))! (A � B) �� (x0 � y0)
(y0 � z0)
(R(y0)
S(y0)! (R � S)) �� (x0 � y0)
(y0 � z0)
((x0 � y0)
(y0 � z0)! (R � S))� R � S = x̂2XR(x)$ S(x) �� R(z0)$ S(z0) = R(z0)$ 1 = R(z0) = R(z0)
R(x0) � (x0 � z0):
For the second inequality� we have^A;B2Cl(�)(_x2X A(x)
B(x)) ! (A � B) � ^x;y;z2X((x � y)
(y � z))! (x � z)
iff for any classesA;B and anyu; v 2 X we have^x;y;z2X((x � y)
(y � z))! (x � z) � A(u)
B(u)! (A(v)$ B(v));
i.e. A(u)
B(u)
 ^x;y;z2X((x � y)
(y � z))! (x � z) � (A(v) $ B(v)):
Because of symmetry we will only show thatA(u)
B(u)
 ^x;y;z2X((x � y)
(y � z))! (x � z) � (A(v) ! B(v));
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i.e. that A(v)
A(u)
B(u))
 ^x;y;z2X((x � y)
(y � z))! (x � z) � B(v):
Applying Lemma 3.14 toB, i.e.B(v) = Vw2X B(w)! (v � w), we have to showA(v)
A(u)
B(u))
 ^x;y;z2X((x � y)
(y � z))! (x � z) � ŵ2XB(w) ! (v � w);
i.e. for anyw 2 X we have to proveB(w)
A(v)
A(u)
B(u))
 ^x;y;z2X((x � y)
(y � z))! (x � z) � v � w
which is true. Indeed,B(w)
A(v)
A(u)
B(u)
 ^x;y;z2X((x � y)
(y � z))! (x � z) �� (v � u)
(u � w)
 ^x;y;z2X((x � y)
(y � z))! (x � z) �� (v � u)
(u � w)
((v � u)
(u � w)! (v � w)) � v � w:
REMARK 3.20
In words, Theorem 3.19 says that the degree to which� is transitive equals the truth degree of the
statement ‘for any classA;B, if there is anx which belongs to bothA andB thenA equalsB’.

Recall [5] that anL-partition ofX is a collection� of L-sets which is anL-cover ofX and,
moreover, for eachA;B 2 � and eachx 2 X , A(x)
B(x) � (A � B). We have the following
theorem.

PROPOSITION3.21 ([5])
Let � be anL-equivalence inX , � be anL-partition inX . Define a binaryL-relation�� in X by��(x; y)=Ax(y)
whereAx 2 � is such thatAx(x) = 1, and put�� = f[x℄� j x 2 Xg. Then (1)�� is anL-partition
of X ; (2) �� is anL-equivalence inX ; and (3)� = ��� and� = ��� .

Therefore, we have

THEOREM 3.22
An L-tolerance� is anL-equivalence iffCl(�) = f[x℄� j x 2 Xg.
PROOF. Let � be anL-equivalence. Then for anyx 2 X , [x℄� is a preclass, see Remark 3.16 .
Moreover, each[x℄� is a maximal preclass. For suppose there is a preclassA such that[x℄� � A, i.e.[x℄�(y) < A(y) for somey 2 X . ThenA(x) = 1 and soA(x)
A(y) = A(y) > [x℄�(y) = (x �y), a contradiction with the assumption thatA is a preclass. Therefore,Cl(�) = f[x℄� j x 2 Xg.
Conversely, ifCl(�) = f[x℄� j x 2 Xg, we obtain(x � y) � (x � z)
(z � y) using (3.8), i.e.�
is anL-equivalence.
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A system of�-classes still may be redundant with respect to the capability of restoring the�. A
natural notion removing the redundancy is that of a base.

DEFINITION 3.23
An (L-)baseof anL-tolerance spacehX;�i is a minimal familyB � Cl(�) satisfying(x � y) = _A2BA(x)
A(y); (3.9)

for anyx; y 2 X . That is, ifB0 � Cl(�) andB0 � B, thenB0 does not satisfy (3.9).

THEOREM 3.24
Let� be anL-equivalence onX . SupposeL satisfies that if1 = WK for someK � L then either1 2 K or jKj > jX j. Thenf[x℄� j x 2 Xg is the only base ofhX;�i.
PROOF. By Theorem 3.22,L-classes of� are exactly of the form[x℄�. We show that any baseB must contain each[x℄�. Indeed, letB � f[y℄� j y 2 Xg be a base and[x℄� 62 B. DenoteK = fA(x)
A(x) j A 2 Bg. As (x � x) = 1, (3.9) implies that1 = _A2BA(x)
A(x) =_K:
Since [x℄� 62 B we haveA(x) < 1 and thusA(x)
A(x) < 1 for anyA 2 B, i.e. 1 62 K.
Furthermore,jKj � jX j which contradicts the condition of the theorem.

REMARK 3.25
There are two important cases where the condition of Theorem3.24 is met. First,L being a finite
chain and, second,L being a chain andX being finite.

EXAMPLE 3.26
Consider the fuzzy tolerance�3 from Example 3.3. For[0; 1℄min we have two bases. The first one
consists of classesf 0:9Æx; 1Æy; 0:7Æz; 0:9Æug, f 0:8Æx; 0:7Æy; 1Æz; 0:8Æug, andf 1Æx; 0:9Æy;0:7Æz; 1Æug. The second one consists of classesf 0:9Æx; 1Æy; 0:7Æz; 0:9Æug, f 0:8Æx; 0:7Æy;1Æz; 0:8Æug, andf 1Æx; 0:7Æy; 0:8Æz; 1Æug. For [0; 1℄� we have infinitely many bases each
consisting of three classes:f 0:9Æx; 1Æy; 0:7Æz; 0:9Æug, f 0:8Æx; 0:7Æy; 1Æz; 0:8Æug, andf 1Æx; kÆy; 0:7k Æz; 1Æug where0:9 � k � 78 . Finally for [0; 1℄L, there is only one base consisting
of classesf 1Æx; 0:9Æy; 0:8Æz; 1Æug, f 0:9Æx; 1Æy; 0:7Æz; 0:9Æug, and f 0:8Æx; 0:7Æy; 1Æz;0:8Æug.
REMARK 3.27
In Section 3.6, we present an algorithm for generating all classes of a fuzzy tolerance relation.
However, we do not know of any way to generate bases of a fuzzy tolerance other than starting from
the collection of all classes, removing classes and checking whether the remaining collection still
restores the fuzzy tolerance until we get a base. To look for more efficient ways seems to be an
interesting problem.

We know from the previous results that both the system of all�-preclasses and the system of
all �-classes form a cover ofX . The next theorem gives a necessary and sufficient conditionfor a
covering ofX to be the system of all classes of some fuzzy tolerance relation in the caseL is a finite
chain.
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THEOREM 3.28
Let L be a finite chain. A coverA of X is a system of all classes of some fuzzy tolerance� iff A
satisfies

(i) for anyA 2 A and any systemB = fAy 2 A j y 2 Xg we haveŷ2XA(y)! (Ay(x)
Ay(y)) � A(x);
for anyx 2 X ;

(ii) if a fuzzy setB 2 LX is not contained in anyA 2 A (i.e. B 6� A for eachA 2 A) then there
existx; y 2 X such thatfB(x)Æx; B(y)Æyg
fB(x)Æx; B(y)Æyg 6� A
A;
for anyA 2 A.

PROOF. Note first that for a fuzzy setC 2 LU , C 
C is a fuzzy set defined by(C 
C)(u) =C(u)
C(u) for anyu 2 U .
‘)’: Let A = Cl(�) for some fuzzy tolerance�, i.e. A is the system of all�-classes. We verify
conditions (i) and (ii).
(i): Suppose that for somex 2 X we have

Vy2X A(y) ! (Ay(x)
Ay(y)) 6� A(x) for someA 2 A andAy 2 A (y 2 X). PutC := A [ fVy2X A(y)! (Ay(x)
Ay(y))Æxg. We show thatC is a�-preclass, which is a contradiction becauseA is a�-class andA � C. In order to show thatC is a�-preclass, we need to show thatC(y1)
C(y2) � (y1 � y2) for anyy1; y2 2 X . We have
to distinguish three cases:

(a)y1 6= x 6= y2, thenC(y1)
C(y2) = A(y1)
A(y2) � (y1 � y2), becauseA is a�-class.
(b) y1 = x = y2, thenC(y1)
C(y2) = C(x)
C(x) � 1 = (x � x) = (y1 � y2).
(c) y1 6= x = y2, thenC(y1)
C(y2) = A(y1)
C(x) == A(y1)
(A(x) _ ŷ2X A(y)! (Ay(x)
Ay(y))) == A(y1)
A(x) _ [A(y1)
 ŷ2X A(y)! (Ay(x)
Ay(y))℄ �� A(y1)
A(x) _ [A(y1)
(A(y1)! Ay1(x)
Ay1(y1))℄ �� A(y1)
A(x) _Ay1(x)
Ay1(y1)) � (y1 � x) _ (y1 � x) = (y1 � x)

since bothA andAy1 are�-classes.
(ii): If B 6� A for anyA 2 A, thenB is not a�-preclass. Indeed,A contains all�-classes and

so if B is a�-preclass, there would existA 2 A such thatB � A. Therefore, there existx; y 2 X
with B(x)
B(y) 6� (x � y). This implies thatfB(x)Æx; B(y)Æyg2 6� A2 for anyA 2 A,

because if there isA 2 A such thatfB(x)Æx; B(y)Æyg2 � A2 it would imply B(x)
B(y) �A(x)
A(y) � (x � y) which is a contradiction toB(x)
B(y) 6� (x � y).
‘(’: Conversely, letA satisfy (i) and (ii). Introduce a fuzzy relation� onX by(x � y) = _A2AA(x)
A(y):
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We show thatA = Cl(�), i.e. thatA is the system of all�-classes.
(a) Any A 2 A is a�-class: It is obvious that anyA 2 A is a�-preclass. Suppose that for

someA 2 A, A is not a�-class, i.e. there exists a�-preclassB � A, i.e. there existsx 2 X
such thatB(x) > A(x). For anyy 2 X we haveA(y)
A(x) < B(y)
B(x) � (x � y) =WA02AA0(x)
A0(y) = Ay(x)
Ay(y) for someAy 2 A, becauseL is a finite chain.

Consider nowA (mentioned above) and a systemB = fAy j y 2 Xg � A (Ays are those for
which we have

WA02AA0(x)
A0(y) = Ay(x)
Ay(y) above). Therefore, we haveA(y)
B(x) �Ay(x)
Ay(y), i.e. B(x) � A(y) ! Ay(x)
Ay(y) for anyy 2 X , i.e. B(x) � Vy2X A(y) !Ay(x)
Ay(y). Using (i), we have
Vy2X A(y) ! Ay(x)
Ay(y) � A(x) which givesB(x) �A(x), a contradiction toB(x) > A(x).

(b) Any �-class belongs toA: If there exists some�-classB 62 A, thenB 6� A for anyA 2 A (otherwise we have eitherB � A, i.e. B is not a�-class becauseA is a�-preclass,
or B = A which is a contradiction toB 62 A). Using (ii), there existx; y 2 X such thatfB(x)Æx; B(y)Æyg2 6� A2 for anyA 2 A. But sinceB is a�-class we haveB(x)
B(y) �(x � y) = WA2AA(x)
A(y) = A0(x)
A0(y) for someA0 2 A becauseL is a finite chain, and

this is a contradiction tofB(x)Æx; B(y)Æyg2 6� A02.
REMARK 3.29
Note that forL = 2 (ordinary case) Theorem 3.28 is equivalent to the followingwell-known theorem
characterizing systems of tolerance classes in the ordinary case [9]: a coverA of X is a system of
all classes of some tolerance� onX iff (i’) for A 2 A andB � A, A � SB implies

TB � A, and
(ii’) if for some B � X we haveB 6� A for anyA 2 A then there arex; y 2 B such that for anyA 2 A we havefx; yg 6� A.

Indeed, we show that (i)) (i’): Let A 2 A;B � A; A � SB. Then for anyy 2 A there existsAy 2 B such thaty 2 Ay. We want to show
TB � A. If x 2 TB, thenx 2 A0 for anyA0 2 B,

i.e. for anyy we havex 2 Ay. Then
Vy2X A(y) ! (Ay(x)
Ay(y)) = 1, and using (i) we getA(x) = 1 which implies

TB � A.
(i) ) (i’): Let us haveA;Ay � X (y 2 X) and suppose

Vy2X A(y) ! (Ay(x)
Ay(y)) = 1.
Then for anyy 2 A we havey 2 Ay 2 A. PuttingB = fAy j y 2 X; y 2 Ag we getA � SB.
From

Vy2X A(y) ! (Ay(x)
Ay(y)) = 1 it follows x 2 TB. Using (i’), we havex 2 A, i.e.A(x) = 1.
(ii) , (ii’) follows from the fact that for a crispA we havefx; yg � A iff fx; yg2 � A2.

3.3 Induced relations
DEFINITION 3.30
For anL-tolerance�, theL-relation�� is defined by(x �� y) = ẑ2X(x � z)$ (z � y): (3.10)

Fuzzy sets[x℄�� are calledkernels of�.

Therefore,x �� y is the degree to which it is true thatx andy are related to the same elements
of X .

LEMMA 3.31�� is anL-equivalence relation onX .
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PROOF. Consider systemS = f[z℄� j z 2 Xg. Using [5, Theorem 4.39] we have that�S defined
by x �S y = VA2S A(x) $ A(y) is anL-equivalence. Noticing that(x �S y) = (x �� y)
completes the proof.

THEOREM 3.32
For anL-tolerance� onX andx; y 2 X we have

(i) (x �� y) � (x � y);
(ii) (x �� y) = VA2Cl(�)A(x)$ A(y);
(iii) (x �� y) = Clx(�) � Cly(�).
PROOF. (i): We have(x �� y) = Vz2X(x � z)$ (z � y) � (x � y)$ (y � y) = (x � y).

(ii): First, we show: (x �� y) � ^A2Cl(�)A(x) $ A(y);
which holds iff for eachA 2 Cl(�) we have both(x �� y) � A(x) ! A(y) and(x �� y) �A(y) ! A(x). Due to symmetry, we check only the first of the two inequalities. Using (3.8), the
fact thatA is a class, and (3.7), we have(x �� y) = ẑ2X(x � z)$ (z � y) �� ẑ2X(x � z)! (z � y) == ẑ2X( _B2Cl(�)[B(x)
B(z)℄)! (z � y) �� ẑ2X[A(x)
A(z)℄! (z � y) == ẑ2X A(x)! [A(z)! (z � y)℄ == A(x)! ẑ2X[A(z)! (z � y)℄ == A(x)! A(y):
Conversely, ^A2Cl(�)A(x)$ A(y) � x �� y
holds iff for eachz 2 X we have both^A2Cl(�)A(x) $ A(y) � (x � z)! (z � y)
and ^A2Cl(�)A(x)$ A(y) � (z � y)! (x � z):
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TABLE 2. Fuzzy equivalences from Example 3.34

Again, due to symmetry, we proceed only for the first case. Using (3.8),(Wi ai)! b = Vi(ai ! b),Wi(a! bi) � a! (Wi bi), anda! b � (a
 )! (b
 ), we have(x � z)! (z � y) == ( _A2Cl(�)A(x)
A(z))! ( _C2Cl(�)C(z)
C(y)) �� ^A2Cl(�) _C2Cl(�)(A(x)
A(z)! C(z)
C(y)) �� ^A2Cl(�)A(x)
A(z)! A(z)
A(y) �� ^A2Cl(�)A(x) ! A(y) �� ^A2Cl(�)A(x) $ A(y):
(iii): Using (ii) we haveClx(�) � Cly(�) == ^A2Cl(�)(Clx(�)(A)$ Cly(�)(A)) = ^A2Cl(�)(A(x) $ A(y)) = (x �� y):

COROLLARY 3.33
For anL-tolerance� we have [x℄�� �\Clx(�) �\ 1Clx(�): (3.11)

PROOF. Using Theorem 3.32, we have for anyy 2 X , that
TClx(�)(y) = VA2Cl(�)(Clx(�)(A) ! A(y)) = VA2Cl(�)(A(x) ! A(y)) � VA2Cl(�)(A(x) $ A(y)) =(x �� y) = [x℄��(y).TClx(�) � T 1Clx(�) follows by definition.

EXAMPLE 3.34
Consider the[0; 1℄-tolerance�3 from Example 3.3. For[0; 1℄min, [0; 1℄�, [0; 1℄L, the corresponding[0; 1℄min-equivalence��min, [0; 1℄�-equivalence���, [0; 1℄L-equivalence��L (that is,��� is�� for[0; 1℄� being the structure of truth degrees) are depicted in Table 2.
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REMARK 3.35
For anyL-tolerance�, 
1 � 
2 implies��1 ���2 . Sincex
 y = Vfz j x � y ! zg, x ! y =Wfz j x
 z � yg (see [5]), we have
1 � 
2 iff !2�!1. Therefore, if
1 � 
2, then(x ��1 y) = ẑ2X(x � z)$1 (z � y) � ẑ2X(x � z)$2 (z � y) = (x ��1 y):
DEFINITION 3.36
For anL-tolerance� onX we define fuzzy relations�� and��� on the familyX=�� of all kernels
of� by [x℄�� �� [y℄�� = ^u;v2X(x �� u)
(v �� y)! u � v
and [x℄�� ��� [y℄�� = _u;v2X(x �� u)
(u � v)
(v �� y):
THEOREM 3.37
Let hX;�i be anyL-tolerance space.Then

(i) hX=�� ;��i andhX=�� ;���i areL-tolerance spaces.

(ii) for all x; y 2 X , [x℄�� �� [y℄�� = x � y = [x℄�� ��� [y℄�� :
PROOF. (i): Follows from definition of��, resp.���.
(ii): First we show[x℄�� �� [y℄�� = x � y by checking both inequalities.[x℄�� �� [y℄�� = û;v(x �� u)
(v �� y)! u � v �� (x �� x)
(y �� y)! x � y = x � y:
For the converse inequality we have[x℄�� �� [y℄�� = û;v(x �� u)
(v �� y)! u � v � x � y
iff for all u; v, (x �� u)
(v �� y)! u � v � x � y;
i.e. iff (x � y)
(x �� u)
(v �� y) � u � v (3.12)

which is true since (x � y)
[ â (x � a)$ (a � u)℄
[ b̂ (v � b)$ (b � y)℄ �� (x � y)
[(x � y)! (y � u)℄
[(y � u)! (u � v)℄ �� (y � u)
[(y � u)! (u � v)℄ � u � v:
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TABLE 3. Fuzzy transitive closure from Example 3.38

For the equality[x℄�� ��� [y℄�� = x � y we have[x℄�� ��� [y℄�� =_u;v(x �� u)
(u � v)
(v �� y) �� (x �� x)
(x � y)
(y �� y) = x � y:
Conversely, we have(x �� y) =_u;v(x �� u)
(u � v)
(v �� y) � x � y
iff for any u; v;2 X we have(x �� u)
(u � v)
(v �� y) � x � y;
which is true. It suffices to putx equal tou andy equal tov, and we obtain (3.12), which is true.

For anL-tolerance�,�� is anL-equivalence contained in�. On the other hand, one can considerL-equivalence relations containing�. Recall [5] that anL-transitive closure of a binaryL-relation� onX is a binaryL-relation�+ onX defined by(x �+ y) = _xi2X(x � x1)
(x1 � x2)
 � � � 
(xn � y)
and that�+ is the least transitiveL-relation onX containing�.

It follows from Theorem 3.22 thatCl(�+) = f[x℄�+ j x 2 Xg. In the following we call the
classes of theL-similarity spacehX;�+i its components.

EXAMPLE 3.38
Consider the[0; 1℄-tolerance�3 from Example 3.3. For[0; 1℄min, [0; 1℄�, [0; 1℄L, the corresponding[0; 1℄min-transitive closure�+min, [0; 1℄�-transitive closure�+�, [0; 1℄L-transitive closure�+L (that is,�+� is�+ for [0; 1℄� being the structure of truth degrees) are depicted in Table 3.

Given a fuzzy tolerance�, we introducedL-equivalence relations�� and�+ which can be
thought of as the lower and the upper approximation of�. Recall that a binaryL-relationE is
said to be compatible with a binaryL-relationR onX if we haveE(x; x0)
E(y; y0)
R(x; y) �R(x0; y0) for eachx; y; x0; y0 2 X , i.e. if it is true that ifx is E-related tox0, y is E-related toy0,
andx andy areR-related thenx0 andy0 areR-related as well.

LEMMA 3.39
Let � be anL-tolerance onX . Then�� is compatible with�. Furthermore,�� is the largest
reflexive binaryL-relation which is compatible with�. Moreover,� is compatible with�+.
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PROOF. First, we show that�� is compatible with� and that any reflexiveL-relation compatible
with � is contained in��. We have(x �� x0)
(y �� y0)
(x � y) == (x � y)
 ẑ2X((x � z)$ (z � x0))
 ẑ ((y � z)$ (z � y0)) �� (x � y)
((x � y)! (y � x0))
((y � x0)! (x0 � y0)) �� (x0 � y0);
proving compatibility of�� with �. If � is a reflexiveL-relation onX compatible with� then we
have(x � y)
(z � z)
(x � z) � (y � z), i.e. (x � y) = (x � y)
(z � z) � (x � z) !(y � z) for eachz 2 Z. Analogously we get(x � y) = (x � y)
(z � z) � (y � z) ! (x � z)
for eachz 2 Z. Putting these inequalities together, we obtain(x � y) � Vz2Z((x � z) $ (z �y)) = (x �� y) proving the first part.

Second,� is compatible with�+ since(x � x0)
(y � y0)
(x �+ y) � (x �+ x0)
(y �+y0)
(x �+ y) � (x0 �+ y0), by transitivity of�+. The proof is finished.

From Lemma 3.31, Theorem 3.32 (i), Lemma 3.39, and the above-mentioned property of a tran-
sitive closure, we get the following theorem showing the role of�� and�+.

THEOREM 3.40
Let� be anL-tolerance onX .

(i) �� is anL-equivalence compatible with� which is contained in�. Moreover,�� is the
greatestL-equivalence which is compatible with�.

(ii) �+ is the leastL-equivalence containing�. Moreover,� is compatible with�+.

Therefore,�� is the best lower bound of� in the sense of being anL-equivalence compatible
with � and�+ is the best upper bound of� in the sense of being anL-equivalence.

REMARK 3.41
(1) �� is not necessarily the greatestL-equivalence contained in�. As a counterexample from
the ordinary case, considerX = fx; y; z; wg, R = fhx; yi; hx;wi; hy; zi; hy; wi; hz; wig and�=R[R�1[ idX . Then�� has classesfxg; fy; zg; fwg. However, the equivalence� given by classesfx; y; wg andfzg is larger then�� and still contained in�.

(2) In general, the fact that a binary fuzzy relationE is compatible with a binary fuzzy relationR
has a natural interpretation ifE is some ‘small’ fuzzy relation representing an underlying similarity
or indistinguishability on the universe. Namely, compatibility then says thatR ‘respects’E. From
this point of view, the facts that�� is compatible with� and that� is compatible with�+ as
presented in Theorem 3.40 are natural since we have both���� and���+, i.e. �� and� can
be viewed as the underlying similarity relations, respectively.

3.4 Properties of fuzzy tolerance spaces
DEFINITION 3.42
For anL-tolerance spacehX;�i, anL-relation� onX , defined byx�y = � (x � y)! 0 if x 6= y1 if x = y
is called anL-quasi-complementof �.
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TABLE 4. Fuzzy quasi-complement from Example 3.44

The following assertion follows directly from the definition.

LEMMA 3.43
TheL-quasi-complementof � is anL-tolerance on X.

EXAMPLE 3.44
Consider the[0; 1℄-tolerance�3 from Example 3.3. For[0; 1℄min, [0; 1℄�, [0; 1℄L, the corresponding[0; 1℄min-quasi-complement�min , [0; 1℄L-quasi-complement�L are depicted in Table 4 ([0; 1℄�-
quasi-complement�� is equal to[0; 1℄min-quasi-complement�min).

DEFINITION 3.45
Let hX;�i be anL-tolerance space.

(i) The degreesimp(�) to whichhX;�i is simple is defined bysimp(�) = x̂2X(f1=xg � [x℄��):
(ii) The degreereg(�) to whichhX;�i is regular is defined byreg(�) = x̂2X S(\ 1Clx(�); [x℄��):
(iii) The degreeon(�) to whichhX;�i is connected is defined byon(�) = ^x;y2X _z1;:::;zn2X(x � z1)
(z1 � z2)
 : : :
(zn � y):

We say that anL-tolerance space issimple(regular, connected) if simp(�) = 1 (reg(�) = 1,on(�) = 1).

REMARK 3.46
Propertiessimp, reg, andon describe natural features of a tolerance space. The meaningof simp,reg, andon, can be obtained by translating the defining formulas into their verbal descriptions. So,
the degreesimp(�) to which a tolerance space is simple is the degree to which theassertion ‘for
eachx 2 X : the��-class ofx is a singleton consisting ofx’; the reg(�) is the degree to which ‘for
eachx 2 X : the intersection of all�-classes to whichx belongs is contained in the��-class ofx’
is true;on(�) is the degree to which ‘for eachx; y 2 X , there existz1; : : : ; zn 2 X such thatx
andz1 are related by�, z1 andz2 are related by�, . . . ,zn andy are related by�’ is true.

EXAMPLE 3.47
(1) ForL-tolerance spaces corresponding to�3 from Example 3.3 we havesimp(�min) = simp(��) = 0 simp(�L) = 0:1;
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TABLE 5. AnL-tolerance from Example 3.47reg(�min) = 0:7 reg(��) = 79 reg(�L) = 1;on(�min) = 0:8 on(��) = 0:72 on(�L) = 0:7:
An example of anL-tolerance space which is simple, regular, and connected (for arbitraryL) is
shown in Table 5.

(2) One can easily see that for each fuzzy tolerance�, hX= ��;��i is simple iff hX= ��;���i
is simple iff hX;�i is simple.

DEFINITION 3.48
Let hX;�i be anL-tolerance space,A 2 LX .

(i) The degreeabs(A) to whichA is absorbent is defined byabs(A) = ŷ2X _x2X(x � y)
A(x):
(ii) The degreestab(A) to whichA is stable is defined bystab(A) = ^x;y2X;x6=yA(x)
A(y)! ((x � y)! 0):
(iii) The degreeis(x) to whichx 2 X is isolated is defined byis(x) = (f1=xg � [x℄�):

We say that anL-set A isabsorbent(stable) if abs(A) = 1 (stab(A) = 1). Analogouslyx 2 X
is calledisolatedif is(x) = 1.

REMARK 3.49abs(A) is the degree to which ‘for eachy 2 X there is somex from A which is�-related toy’
is true; stab(A) is the degree to which ‘for every distinctx; y 2 X : if both x andy belong toA
thenx andy are not�-related’ is true;is(x) is the degree to which ‘the�-class ofx is a singleton
consisting ofx’ is true.

THEOREM 3.50
Let hX;�i be anL-tolerance space,A;B 2 LX . Then

(i) abs(;) = 0 andX is absorbent;

(ii) S(A;B) � abs(A)! abs(B); therefore, ifA � B, thenabs(A) � abs(B);
(iii) abs(A) _ abs(B) � abs(A [ B).
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PROOF. (i): We have ŷ2X _x2X(x � y)
;(x) = ŷ2X _x2X(x � y)
 0 = 0;
and ŷ2X _x2X(x � y)
X(x) = ŷ2X _x2X(x � y)
 1 = 1:
(ii): We haveS(A;B) � abs(A) ! abs(B) iff S(A;B)
 abs(A) � abs(B) which holds iff for
anyy 2 X S(A;B)
 ẑ2X _x2X(x � z)
A(x) � _x2X(x � y)
B(x);
which is true. Indeed,S(A;B)
 ẑ2X _x2X(x � z)
A(x) � S(A;B)
 _x2X(x � y)
A(x) == _x2X(x � y)
A(x)
S(A;B) � _x2X(x � y)
A(x)
(A(x)! B(x)) �� _x2X(x � y)
B(x):
(iii) follows directly from (ii). SinceA;B � A [ B, (ii) implies abs(A); abs(B) � abs(A [ B),
thereforeabs(A) _ abs(B) � abs(A [B).
THEOREM 3.51
Let hX;�i be anL-tolerance space,A 2 LX be normal. ThenA is maximal stable iff A is a�-class.

PROOF. Notice first, thatA is stable iff for eachx 6= y we haveA(x)
A(y) � (x � y)! 0. SinceA(x)
A(x) � 1, a moment’s reflection shows thatA is stable iff it is a preclass of�. The result
now follows immediately.

REMARK 3.52
If A is not normal, Theorem 3.51 does not hold. Namely, we can havea maximal stable fuzzy
setA which is not normal, and thus not even a preclass. ConsiderX = fx; yg, the Łukasiewicz
structure on[0; 1℄, let� by given byx � y = 1 (the rest is determined uniquely), and takeA =f 0:5Æx; 0:5Æyg. One easily checks thatA is stable. Stability requires thatA(x)
A(y) � (x �y)! 0 = 0, i.e.A(x)
A(y) = 0. From this we get thatA is maximal stable since for anyA0 � A
we haveA0(x)
A0(y) > 0. However,A is not normal.

THEOREM 3.53
For anL-tolerance spacehX;�i and anyA 2 LX , x 2 X , we haveabs(A)
 is(x) � A(x):
PROOF. We have abs(A)
 is(x) = (û2X _v2X A(v)
(u � v))
(f1=xg � [x℄�) �� (_v2X A(v)
(x � v))
(ŷ2X(x � y)! f1=xg(y)) =
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(x � v)
(ŷ2X(x � y)! f1=xg(y))℄ �� _v2X A(v)
(x � v)
[(x � v)! f1=xg(v))℄ �� _v2X A(v)
f1=xg(v) = A(x):
In words, Theorem 3.53 says that ifA is absorbent andx is isolated thenx must belong toA.

COROLLARY 3.54
For anL-tolerance spacehX;�i and anyA 2 LX we have

(i) If x 2 X is isolated, thenabs(A) � A(x).
(ii) If x 2 X is isolated andA is absorbent, thenA(x) = 1.

THEOREM 3.55
For anL-tolerance spacehX;�i and anyA;B 2 LX we have

(i) S(A;B)2 � stab(B)! stab(A), thereforeA � B impliesstab(A) � stab(B);
(ii) abs(X nA) � Vx2X(A(x)
 is(x))! 0:
PROOF. (i): By adjointness, we have to showS(A;B)2
 stab(B) � stab(A). We haveS(A;B)2
 stab(B) == S(A;B)2
 ^x;y2X;x6=y(B(x)
B(y))! (x�y) �� ^x;y2X(A(x)! B(x))
(A(y)! B(y))
 ^x;y2X;x6=y(B(x)
B(y))! (x�y) �� ^x;y2X;x6=y(A(x) ! B(x))
(A(y)! B(y))
(B(y)! (B(x)! (x�y)) �� ^x;y2X;x6=y(A(x) ! B(x))
(A(y)! (B(x)! (x�y)) == ^x;y2X;x6=y(A(x) ! B(x))
(B(x)! (A(y)! (x�y)) �� ^x;y2X;x6=y(A(x) ! (A(y)! (x�y)) == ^x;y2X;x6=y(A(x)
A(y))! (x�y)) == stab(A):
(ii): Applying Theorem 3.53 toX nA we have for anyx 2 Xabs(X nA)
 is(x) � (X nA)(x) = (A(x) ! 0);
i.e. abs(X nA) � (A(x)
 is(x))! 0);
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which implies abs(X nA) � x̂2X(A(x)
 is(x))! 0:
3.5 Representations of fuzzy tolerances and their classes

3.5.1 Representation bya-cuts
For a fuzzy tolerance� onX and a truth degreea 2 L, thea-cut a� = fhx; yi j (x � y) � ag is
a natural relation derived froma. Namely,a� is an ordinary relation containing pairs of elements
which are related by� (e.g. similar) in degree at least as high as the specified thresholda. Eacha�
is an ordinary tolerance relation. In fact, fuzzy tolerances can be seen as special systems of ordinary
tolerances.

Recall [5] that a systemS = fAa � X j a 2 Lg is calledL-nested if (1)a � b impliesAb � Aa
and (2) for eachx 2 X , the setfa j x 2 Aag has a greatest element. It is well known that there
is a bijective correspondence betweenL-sets inX andL-nested systems of subsets ofX . Namely,
for anL-setA, the systemSA = faA j a 2 Lg of all a-cuts ofA is L-nested. Furthermore, for anL-nested systemS, AS(x) = Wx2Aa a defines anL-set inX and we haveA = ASA andS = SAS .
A moment’s reflection shows that for a binaryL-relationR onX , R is reflexive (symmetric) if and
only eachaR (a 2 L) is reflexive (symmetric). Thus, we have the following theorem.

THEOREM 3.56
For anL-tolerance� onX , �S= fa� j a 2 Lg is anL-nested system of ordinary tolerance (i.e.
reflexive and symmetric) relations onX . If S = f�a j A 2 Lg is anL-nested system of tolerance
relations onX then�S defined by(x �S y) =_fa 2 L j hx; yi 2�ag
is anL-tolerance. Moreover, the above introduced mappings sending� to S� andS to �S are
mutually inverse.

A natural problem arises as to whether an analogous cut-decomposition can be performed for
preclasses and classes.

LEMMA 3.57
If 
 is^, thenA 2 Prel(�) iff for eacha 2 L: aA 2 Prel(a�).
PROOF. ‘)’: x; y 2 aA impliesa � A(x); A(y), i.e.a � A(x)^A(y), but we haveA(x)^A(y) �(x � y), i.e. hx; yi 2 a�.

‘(’: We have to showA(x) ^A(y) � (x � y). Puta = A(x) ^ A(y). SinceaA is a preclass ofa�, x; y 2 aA implieshx; yi 2 a�, i.e. (x � y) � a = A(x) ^A(y).
EXAMPLE 3.58
The analogous assertion does not hold for classes. Consider�4 from Example 3.3 and its classf1=x; 0:6=y; 0:8=z; 1=ug. Takinga-cut fora = 0:9, we obtainfx; ug, but this is only preclass, not
a class of0:9�4.
LEMMA 3.59
For anya 2 L, x 2 X we have a[x℄� = [x℄a�:
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PROOF. Directly by definition, a[x℄� = fy j x � y � ag = [x℄a�:
3.5.2 �-classes as formal fuzzy concepts
We are going to show a connection between fuzzy tolerance classes and so-called fuzzy concept
lattices. We will show that classes are, in a sense, exactly normal fuzzy concepts. This observation
yields an algorithm (provided all involved entities are finite) for generating all classes of a givenL-tolerance, see Section 3.6.

Concept lattices are the basic structures employed by so-called Formal Concept Analysis [13].
Basically, the aim of formal concept analysis is to identifyall interesting clusters (so-called formal
concepts) hidden in data which has the form of a table describing objects and their attributes. The
basic method was extended for the purpose of analysing data with fuzzy attributes [5]. The basic
notions are as follows. LetI be anL-relation betweenX andY , I(x; y) being interpreted as the
degree to which objectx has attributey. Introduce operators"I : LX ! LY and#I : LY ! LX byA"I (y) = x̂2X A(x)! I(x; y)
and B#I (x) = ŷ2Y B(y)! I(x; y);
for A 2 LX , B 2 LY . DenoteB (X;Y; I) = fhA;Bi j A 2 LX ; B 2 LY ; A"I = B;B#I = Ag:
Note thatA"I is interpreted as the fuzzy set of all atributes shared by allobjects fromA, and dually
for B#I . Furthermore, introduce a relation� onB (X;Y; I) byhA1; B1i � hA2; B2i iff A1 � A2 (or, equivalently,B2 � B1):
ThenB (X;Y; I), equipped with�, is a complete lattice, called anL-concept lattice. EachhA;Bi 2B (X;Y; I) is called a formalL-concept—it is naturally interpreted as a fuzzy concept hidden in the
input datahX;Y; Ii. A is interpreted as the collection of all objects covered by the concept,B is
interpreted as the collection of all attributes covered by the concept. The whole conception is due to
so-called Port-Royal logic, for details see [13, 5].

Recall furthermore, that"I and#I form a so-calledL-Galois connection betweenX andY [3].
This means thatS (A1; A2) � S (A"2; A"1), S (B1; B2) � S (B#2 ; B#1), A � (A")#, B � (B#)" holds
for everyA;A1; A2 2 LX , B;B1; B2 2 LY . Conversely, if" and# form anL-Galois connection
betweenX andY thenIh";#i(x; y) = f 1Æxg"(y) (which equalsf 1Æyg#(x)) defines anL-relation.
It holds true that the mappings sendingI to h"I ; #I i andh"; #i to Ih";#i are mutually inverse bijections
between the set of all binaryL-relations inX and the set of allL-Galois connections betweenX
andY .
THEOREM 3.60
Let� be a binaryL-relation onX , h"; #i be the correspondingL-Galois connection betweenX andX . Then� is anL-tolerance iffh"; #i satisfiesf 1Æxg"(x) = 1 and " = # (3.13)
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for eachx 2 X . Therefore, there is a bijective correspondence betweenL-tolerances onX andL-Galois connections betweenX andX which satisfy (3.13).

PROOF. The result follows from previous discussion observing that f 1Æxg"(x) = 1 is equivalent
to (x � x) = 1 and that" = # is equivalent to symmetry of�. Indeed, we havef 1Æxg"(x) =1 ! (x � x) = (x � x). Moreover, if" = # thenIh";#i(x; y) = f 1Æxg"(y) = f 1Æyg#(x) =f 1Æyg"(x) = Ih";#i(y; x). Conversely, ifI is symmetric then" = # by definition of" and#.

It follows easily that if� is anL-tolerance onX then for the correspondingL-concept latticeB (X;X;�) we have that the setfA j hA;Bi 2 B (X;X;�) for someBg of first components
equals the setfB j hA;Bi 2 B (X;X;�) for someAg of second components of all fuzzy concepts.

We now present the proof of Lemma 3.14.

Proof of Lemma 3.14First, let us observe that for any preclassA we haveA(y) � x̂2XA(x)! (x � y):
Indeed, the definition of a preclass yields thatA(x)
A(y) � (x � y) for eachx; y 2 X , from
which we haveA(y) � A(x) ! (x � y) whenceA(y) � Vx2X A(x) ! (x � y). Now, suppose
thatA is a class. IfA(y) = Vx2X A(x) ! (x � y) is not the case, there isv 2 X withA(v) < ŷ2X A(y)! (v � y):
Let us define a fuzzy setB byB(y) = � A(y) if y 6= vVy2X;y 6=v B(y)! (v � y) for y = v:
We show thatB is a preclass, i.e. we showB(x)
B(y) � (x � y) for anyx; y 2 X . Distinguish-
ing by cases, we have (1) forx 6= v 6= y,B(x)
B(y) = A(x)
A(y) � (x � y) (3.14)

sinceA is a preclass; (2) forx 6= v; y = v,B(x)
B(y) � B(x)
(B(x)! (x � y)) � (x � y); (3.15)

(3) for x = y = v, B(v)
B(v) � 1 = (v � v): (3.16)

SinceA is normal, i.e.A(x) = 1 for somex 2 X , A � B implies thatB is normal as well.
Therefore,A is properly contained inB which is itself a preclass.A is therefore not a class. We
proved that a classA satisfies (3.7).

Conversely, we show that ifA satisfies (3.7), it is a class. The fact thatA is a preclass, i.e.A(x)
A(y) � (x � y), follows directly from (3.7) using adjointness. IfA is not a class then there
is a preclassB such thatA � B, i.e. A(x) � B(x) for eachx 2 X andA(v) < B(v) for somev 2 X . We thus have B(v) > A(v) = ŷ2Y A(y)! (v � y) �� ŷ2Y B(y)! (v � y):
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On the other hand, sinceB is a preclass,B(v) � Vy2Y B(y) ! (v � y) (see the beginning of the
proof), which is a contradiction. 2

Lemma 3.14 provides an important insight into the relationship of classes of a fuzzy tolerance�
and the fuzzy concept latticeB (X;X;�), i.e. the fuzzy concept latticeB (X;Y; I) with X = Y
andI =�. Indeed,A is a�-class iff (by Lemma 3.14)A is a normal fuzzy set satisfyingA(x) =Vy2X A(y) ! (x � y) iff (by definition of "� and #� , and by Theorem 3.60)A is a normal
fuzzy set satisfyingA = A"� andA = A#� iff (by definition) A is a normal fuzzy set satisfyinghA;Ai 2 B (X;X;�). Therefore, we have the following theorem.

THEOREM 3.61
For a fuzzy tolerance�, a fuzzy setA 2 LX is a�-class iffA is normal andhA;Ai is a formal
fuzzy concept fromB (X;X;�).
3.6 Algorithm for generating all fuzzy tolerance classes

Classes of fuzzy tolerance� represent interesting patterns. If a fuzzy tolerance represents similarity
of elements of the universeX then, by definition, a fuzzy tolerance class is a maximal grouping of
elements fromX which are pairwise similar. The classes can be therefore seen as natural similarity-
based clusters. It might be of interest to generate all the fuzzy tolerance classes.

Theorem 3.61 shows a relationship, interesting by itself, that can be utilized in the problem of
generating all�-classes. Note that the definition of a�-class does not provide us with an efficient
way to generate all�-classes. If one wants to use the definition directly, one hasto generate all
fuzzy setsA in X and test the conditions of the definition. This takes exponential time (there arejLjjXj fuzzy sets inX). In [6], however, an algorithm for generating all formal fuzzy concepts is
present. The algorithm avoids testing all pairshA;Bi of fuzzy setsA andB. Since�-classes can
be identified with special formal fuzzy concepts ofB (X;X;�), the algorithm from [6] can be used
to generate all�-classes. In the following, we present the resulting algorithm for generating all�-classes of a fuzzy tolerance relation.

SupposeX = f1; 2; : : : ; ng; L = f0 = a1 < a2 < � � � < ak = 1g (the assumption thatL is
linearly ordered is in fact not essential). Put(i; j) � (r; s) iff i < r or i = r; aj � as:
In the following, we do not distinguish betweenX �L andf1; : : : ; ng� f1; : : : ; kg, i.e. we denote(i; aj) 2 X � L also simply by(i; j). The following lemma is obvious.

LEMMA 3.62� is a total order onX � L.

ForA 2 LX , (i; j) 2 X � L, putA� (i; j) := ((A \ f1; 2; : : : ; i� 1g) [ f ajÆig)#�"� :
Here,A\f1; 2; : : : ; i� 1g is the intersection of a fuzzy setA and the ordinary setf1; 2; : : : ; i� 1g,
i.e. (A \ f1; 2; : : : ; i � 1g)(x) = A(x) for x < i and(A \ f1; 2; : : : ; i � 1g)(x) = 0 otherwise.
Furthermore, forB;C 2 LX , putB <(i;j) C iff B \ f1; : : : ; i� 1g = C \ f1; : : : ; i� 1g andB(i) < C(i) = aj :
Finally, B < C iff B <(i;j) C for some(i; j):
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LEMMA 3.63< is a strict total order onLX .

PROOF. By easy verification (see [6]).

Note that the strict order< onLX is the usual lexicographic order.
We call an extent of a fuzzy contexthX;X;�i each fuzzy setA in X such thathA;Bi 2B (X;X;�) for someB. By Ext(�) we denote the set of all extents ofhX;X;�i. The follow-

ing lemma provides a crucial step for efficient listing of fuzzy tolerance classes.

LEMMA 3.64 (next extent)
The least extentA+ of hX;X;�i which is greater (w.r.t.<) than a given fuzzy setA 2 LX is given
by A+ = A� (i; j)
where(i; j) is the greatest one withA <(i;j) A� (i; j).
PROOF. The assertion is an immediate consequence of [6, Theorem 8].

Our goal is to generate all classes of a fuzzy tolerance relation �. We know (Lemma 3.14) that
classes of� are particular extents ofhX;X;�i. Therefore, we may go throughB (X;X;�) and
for eachhA;Bi 2 hX;X;�i test by Theorem 3.61 whetherA is a class (i.e. we have to check
whetherA is normal and whetherA = A"). Going through allhA;Bi 2 hX;X;�i is possible due
to Lemma 3.64: it is immediate that the least extent is;"�#� . Furthermore, Lemma 3.64 gives a way
to generate the immediate successorA+ w.r.t. < to any extentA. Since< is a total ordering of all
extents (Lemma 3.63), this procedure goes through all extents and ends up withX . The description
of the algorithm follows.

INPUT: fuzzy tolerance� onX
OUTPUT: a list of all�-classes/* Generating fuzzy tolerane lasses */A := ;#"if A is normal and A = A# then store(A)while A 6= Y doA := A+if A is normal and A = A# then store(A)

It follows from the considerations above, that correctnessof the present algorithm, i.e. the fact
that the algorithm indeed outputs a list of all�-classes, follows from Lemma 3.64 (the algorithm
goes through the extents of all formal fuzzy concepts) and from Theorem 3.61 (the algorithm outputs
exactly those extents which are�-classes).

REMARK 3.65
In [11], the authors present an algorithm for generating allclasses of a fuzzy tolerance relation with
the set[0; 1℄ of truth degrees equipped bymin as conjunction (that is, they consider a particular
case of ours). Their algorithm is, however, highly non-efficient. Namely, the authors show how to
generate a fuzzy tolerance class given any permutation of the elements fromX . In order to generate
all fuzzy tolerance classes, one needs to go through all permutations of elements ofX (and there
arejX j! premutations ofX). Moreover, the fact that their procedure eventually generates all fuzzy
tolerance classes is true only formin-conjunction. There does not seem to be any obvious extension
to other conjunctions.
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